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Until the mid-nineteenth century, the Protestant overseas missions that had been 
spawned by the Evangelical Revival in the English-speaking world were essentially male 
enterprises.1 The leadership of the mission societies, the missionaries sent out to the vari-
ous mission fields and the people who were the focus of their activities were all male. 
Women played only subordinate and supporting roles, as wives, daughters, widows or 
other dependents of the missionaries and the converts. From the 1830s and 1840s, how-
ever, there was an increasing awareness of the importance of women for the success of 
the missionary project. According to evangelical thinking, women were morally superior 
beings who played a crucial role for the spiritual welfare of the family and society in 
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general. Due to this, missionary societies became increasingly interested in the conver-
sion and education of women. This new focus on female education created a new space 
for women in the religious sphere. For European women, the increasing need for female 
teachers meant that there were now opportunities to work as missionaries in their own 
right;2 for indigenous women in Africa and elsewhere, the encounter with missionaries 
endowed religious experience with a new significance.
Conversion to Christianity was inextricably linked with a redefinition of gender roles. 
Like most of their contemporaries, the Evangelicals considered men and women fun-
damentally different and emphasised their complementary social roles: men dominated 
the public sphere of work and political life, while the private sphere of the home became 
identified as the appropriate place for women. A Christian woman was defined by her 
role as housewife, wife and mother as much as by her religious faith. This ideology 
of domesticity had become firmly established within the British middle classes by the 
1840s and was then spread by the missions to the working classes and across the British 
Empire.3
There is a substantial body of literature about the “African encounter with domesticity”.4 
However, it relates mainly to the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when 
most of Africa had become subject to European colonial rule and European attitudes to 
Africans were marked by racism. In these works, missions are often portrayed as being 
complicit in the colonial endeavour to subjugate Africans and turn them into colonial 
servants. An exception that deals with the earlier period is John and Jean Comaroff’s 
analysis of the encounter between the Tswana and the missionaries of the London Mis-
sionary Society (LMS) and the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society (WMMS) in 
the mid-nineteenth century.5 They show that conversion to the Christian faith and the 
ideology of domesticity were inseparably linked, entailing a reordering of social and 
physical space. They note the importance of outward signs of Christianity, such as dress 
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and architecture. Domesticity was the creation of a new space, ‘home’, which for the 
missionaries signified a (square) house inhabited by a nuclear family with clearly defined 
gender roles, the husband as the breadwinner and the wife as homemaker. Importantly, 
the Comaroffs do not regard ‘domesticity’ as one static social institution but emphasise 
the existence of various models of domesticity that evolved over time and were contested: 
“Precisely which Western models of domesticity, for instance, were exported to the colo-
nies? How stable and consensual were they in their own societies?”6
In this article I examine missionary attempts to introduce domesticity to Sierra Leone in 
the mid-nineteenth century, particularly their efforts to educate young African women 
to become “good Christian wives and mothers”. My focus is on the Church Mission-
ary Society’s Female Institution in Freetown, founded in 1849 as the first secondary 
school for females in West Africa and probably the whole of Africa. It was re-named 
Annie Walsh Memorial School in 1877 and still exists, its buildings having miraculously 
survived the recent war in Sierra Leone. From the beginning, the school was staffed 
exclusively by women, including European single women sent out for the purpose. This 
is remarkable because the Church Missionary Society (CMS) employed female agents 
officially only from 1887.7 In my discussion, space is important on several levels. First, 
as already indicated, I am concerned with the emergence of a space for female agency in 
foreign Christian missions and with the use that women, both African and European, 
made of it. Then I look at the Female Institution as a social space that was shaped by 
the transcultural encounter between missionaries and Africans. In this space, the vari-
ous actors, such as teachers, students, parents and members of the advisory committee, 
competed for control and tried to impose their respective ideas of the purpose the school 
was to serve. Finally, I discuss the physical space of the school building, seeking to show 
how the reordering of this space towards the end of the period examined here reflects a 
change in European ideas about the roles that educated Africans were to play in colonial 
society.
The sources
The CMS Female Institution is very well documented for the period between 1849 
and 1880. The documentation consists mainly of the correspondence of teachers who 
worked at the school, comprising letters and reports. The letters were written to the cleri-
cal secretary at the CMS headquarters in London. The superintendents of the Female 
Institution were expected to correspond with him regularly and report not only on their 
work but also on their experiences more generally, their personal views, preoccupations 
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write but were encouraged to do so. Most made ample use of this offer, writing in order 
to explain their problems, tell their side of the story in cases of conflict and complain 
about their colleagues. These letters contain much that is personal, offering an intimate 
– and very subjective – view of the teachers’ world in mid-nineteenth-century Freetown. 
Unfortunately letters from the secretary to the teachers were not preserved. 
The superintendents of the Female Institution also wrote half-yearly reports to the La-
dies’ Visiting Committee in Freetown, which served as a local control organ. These re-
ports are more factual accounts of the development of the school, giving the number, 
names and progress of students and noting any special occurrences. Copies were sent to 
the CMS secretary in London, and extracts were published in CMS publications, mainly 
the Church Missionary Record, in order to encourage support for the mission. The letters 
and reports end in 1880, later material having been destroyed when the CMS buildings 
were damaged in the Second World War.
Apart from the teachers’ correspondence, there is also miscellaneous material generated 
by the CMS which gives information about female education in Sierra Leone and the 
Female Institution in particular. This includes the minutes of the meetings of the Ladies’ 
Visiting Committee, which provide much detail concerning individual students at the 
Female Institution, the curriculum and the committee’s discussions and decisions. The 
Candidate Papers contain some of the application letters by teachers for work in the 
mission field, giving information about their family background. Finally, the correspon-
dence of CMS missionaries in Sierra Leone who did not work at the Female Institution 
also gives some relevant information.
These sources have a number of limitations. The teachers’ correspondence is highly sub-
jective and sometimes manipulative, as they try to present themselves and their work 
in the best possible light. The committee’s minutes are intermittent, only a few having 
survived. The greatest drawback, however, is that these documents are exclusively of 
European provenance. There were African teachers at the school, but their perspective is 
not recorded, as they did not write to CMS headquarters.8 Nor did the students or their 
parents establish an archival existence. Information about them comes exclusively from 
the writings of the missionaries. Nevertheless, the material available can occasionally 
be supplemented by sources which reflect African views. A. B. C. Sibthorpe, the Krio 
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sierra Leone in the mid-Nineteenth Century
Sierra Leone in the mid-nineteenth century was not identical with the country bearing 
this name today.10 It was much smaller, comprising only the peninsula on which Free-
town was situated. It was an unusual mission field for several reasons. First, it was already 
a British colony, a settlement having been founded in 1787 by British philanthropists 
and taken over by the crown in 1808. Second, it was the Church Missionary Society’s 
first mission field; hence the CMS had few models to draw on in its work there. Solutions 
had to be worked out on the ground, and many of its activities there can properly be de-
scribed as experiments. Third, CMS activities focused upon an unusual kind of person. 
The colony was settled by various groups of immigrants, the largest being the liberated 
Africans or ‘recaptives’ – former slaves who had been captured by the British anti-slave 
trade squadron in its effort to suppress the slave trade on the West African coast. Between 
1808 and 1864 about 68,000 persons were brought to Sierra Leone and liberated there. 
It was these people and their families who became the focus of the CMS activities. Cut 
off from their homelands, many of the recaptives (to whom I will refer as ‘Sierra Leone-
ans’) embraced the Christian faith. They highly esteemed European education, seeing it 
as an avenue to success. Hard-working and ambitious, many turned to trade and were 
successful, trading along the West African coast or indeed with Europe. Due to their 
success, the colony experienced a period of prosperity in the 1840s and 1850s. Freetown 
became an urban centre with a recaptive elite that was mission-educated, self-confident 
and cosmopolitan in outlook. A school inspector who visited Sierra Leone in 1868 noted 
‘the peculiar determination with which the people style themselves “English.”‘11
The historian Leo Spitzer called the mid-nineteenth century in Sierra Leone the ‘era of 
good feelings’, by which he meant the belief among Europeans, and particularly mission-
aries, that, if properly educated and ‘civilized’, Africans could attain the same standards 
as Europeans. This is not to say that Europeans had no feeling of cultural superiority, but 
they did not believe that race determined cultural attainment or that there was some-
thing inherent in Africans that prevented their ‘civilization’. Not until the 1870s did 
racist ideas begin to affect European thinking about the African inhabitants of Sierra 
Leone.12
The CMS clerical secretary in London for the whole period from 1841 to 1872, the 
Reverend Henry Venn, was one of the foremost exponents of the belief that Africans 
and other indigenous people were capable of governing themselves if properly educated. 
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Leonean elite that would be able to take over the mission in Sierra Leone and turn it into 
an African church.13 For this purpose he developed secondary education in the colony, 
founding the Grammar School for boys in 1845 and, in 1848, re-founding the Fourah 
Bay Institution for the training of recaptive boys as missionaries and teachers.14 The de-
velopment of female education in the colony in the 1840s needs to be seen in the context 
of this general advancement of secondary education in Sierra Leone in the period.
The Beginning of missionary education for Girls
Concern about female education in Sierra Leone was first voiced in the 1840s, when 
missionaries began to note that African women were lagging behind the men in educa-
tion. Recaptive children, girls as well as boys, received elementary education in the CMS 
day schools in the villages. However, according to a CMS missionary writing in 1848, 
the girls’ education suffered from several disadvantages compared to the boys’. Firstly, 
while boys were taught subjects such as “Writing, Arithmetic, Geography and Grammar” 
between 12 a.m. and 2 p.m., girls spent this time sewing. Secondly, while boys were edu-
cated by qualified schoolmasters who had often been trained at the Fourah Bay Institu-
tion, the instruction of girls was left to the schoolmasters’ untrained wives. Thirdly, there 
was no higher education for girls. Talented boys could continue their education at the 
Fourah Bay Institution, but no such provision was made for girls.15
The local CMS committee took two measures to remedy this situation. First, from 1842 
married missionaries and catechists were encouraged to take into their family up to three 
promising African girls. The object of this informal measure of education was threefold: 
under the wing of the missionary wife, the girls were to receive moral instruction, to be 
taught household duties and trained as schoolmistresses.16 Second, in 1845 the CMS 
decided to try a formal model of education, the foundation of a girls’ school that would 
provide “a higher degree of education to those promising Native Girls from the Village-
Schools who may be employed as Teachers and Schoolmistresses.”17 The school, called 
the CMS Female Institution, was located at Regent. It was given into the charge of Anna 
Christiana Morris, a European woman sent out by the CMS in 1843 in order to help 
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Denton, had the “general superintendence” of the school. The number of students was 
limited to twelve, some of whom were to be taught at the expense of the CMS while oth-
ers were charged fifteen shillings per month for board and tuition. Among those funded 
by the Society were the children of Sierra Leonean CMS agents, including a daughter of 
the future bishop, the Revd Samuel Ajayi Crowther.18
Anna Morris did not remain in her position for long; in September 1845 she left the 
school on her marriage to a missionary colleague.19 The school was then run by the 
Revd Denton, his wife and an African assistant until the CMS sent out another teacher 
in November 1846. This was Sophia Hehlen, a German. She moved the school to the 
village of Kissy, where she worked on her own responsibility, being subject only to the 
control of the local committee and the CMS headquarters. In November 1848, another 
single woman, Julia Emily Sass, was sent to Sierra Leone in order to found a second girls’ 
school. This was the Female Institution at Freetown, which opened in January 1849. The 
two schools then became distinguished in purpose. Julia Sass’ school became ‘a female 
Educational Establishment of a superior kind’ that provided higher education for the 
daughters of wealthy Freetown elite, who in the period were often sent to London for 
education.20 Sophia Hehlen’s school turned into an infant school and a sewing school. In 
the latter, the children were to be ‘carefully instructed in the Holy Scriptures and trained 
to industrial habits.’21 This school closed in April 1851 when Sophia Hehlen returned 
to Europe. However, meanwhile another girls’ school had been established and thirty 
children from Hehlen’s school were transferred there.22 This was the Liberated Girls’ 
School at Charlotte, established in October 1850 by Sabina Peter Clemens, following 
the death of her missionary husband. The main purpose of the Liberated Girls’ School 
was the accommodation and education of girls rescued by the British Navy from slave 
ships off the West African coast. The school also served as a day school for girls from 
neighbouring recaptive villages. It provided ‘elementary’ and industrial education and 
grew rapidly: in September 1851 there were 72 schoolgirls, by September 1857 129 and 
by August 1860 150.23
Another secondary school for girls existed on the outskirts of Freetown between 1856 
and 1866. It was run by Mary Beale, another CMS missionary widow who had decided 
to remain in the colony after the death of her husband. By December 1858 her school 
had twelve boarders and thirteen day scholars; by 1865 there were 25 boarders.24 The 
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board. This enabled Mary Beale to employ a Sierra Leonean assistant, Miss Lemon.25 
Although she hoped that eventually she would be able ‘to hand the School over to the 
native young ladies to conduct it themselves’, the school closed soon after her death in 
December 1866.26 However, Miss Lemon then appears to have opened her own school. 
This is implied by the school inspector’s report of 1868, which lists three private ‘ad-
venture’ schools in Freetown, among them the “Charity School” run by an unidentified 
African woman who had been trained by Mary Beale. Another of these schools was run 
by Priscilla Paris, a former student of the Female Institution in Freetown.27 Two more 
girls’ schools were started in the 1870s by Sierra Leoneans, Mrs Rose Hughes and Mrs 
Rosa Farmer.28
From the 1860s other missionary societies founded secondary schools for girls that ri-
valled the CMS schools. A Roman Catholics priest arrived in Freetown in 1864. In 1866 
he was joined by three nuns, one of French, two of Irish origin, of the Order of St Joseph 
of Cluny, and these established a boarding school for girls.29 From 1880 there also existed 
a Female Educational Institution, sponsored by a private company that had been formed 
in 1879 under the management of James Taylor, a Sierra Leonean and devout Wesleyan. 
Although most of the company’s members were Wesleyans, the school was not run by the 
Wesleyan mission. Its curriculum included ‘domestic as well as academic studies.’30
The Cms Female Institution
The Female Institution started out on the model of boarding schools for middle- and 
upper-class girls as they existed in England. These were small, private schools run by a 
lady proprietress who was untrained but genteel. They were usually accommodated in 
the proprietress’s residential household, which provided a family-like atmosphere.31 The 
Female Institution’s founder, Julia Sass, was a deeply religious middle-class lady from 
London who was in her mid-twenties when she arrived in 1848. She was not a trained 
teacher: all the education she had received was “the education of Ladies in England.”32 
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She worked as the school’s superintendent until 1869, interrupted by two extended fur-
lough visits to recover her health (from February 1853 to October 1855 and from Febru-
ary 1860 to January 1864). For Sass, the Female Institution was her school – and indeed, 
during the first three decades of its existence she very much determined the school’s 
organisation, as the CMS gave her much freedom to do so. Her influence outlived her 
sojourn in Sierra Leone, partly because her successors were colleagues and friends of hers 
who continued her system. Furthermore, after her retirement she continued to influence 
the CMS’s decisions concerning the school by giving advice to the CMS secretary in 
London and assisting in choosing staff for the school.33
The school was accommodated in the Society’s mission house in Freetown. This was a 
family house and normally occupied by a missionary couple, rather than being a proper 
school building, and thus would have provided the family atmosphere that characterised 
secondary schools for girls in England.34 Initially, the school was quite small, starting 
with only six students whose parents paid for tuition and board. The school admitted 
boarders and day-scholars. The former fell into two categories – ordinary or “second-
rate” boarders and parlour boarders, who had their dinner with the superintendent at 
the latter’s table, for which privilege they paid an extra fee. The ordinary boarders ate 
separately, their dinner consisting of African dishes (“rice and sauce” is mentioned in the 
sources).35
The school quickly grew in numbers and importance. By September 1852 there were 25 
students, including 15 boarders.36 By March 1865, the number had risen to 47 students, 
and in December 1879 to 68 students, 39 of whom were boarders.37 The school’s growth 
in importance is also indicated by the fact that while initially its students came from the 
prosperous Freetown elite and local African CMS staff, very soon it attracted students 
from all over West Africa, including Yorubaland, Fernando Po, the Cameroons and the 
Gold Coast. One of its most prominent students was Sarah Forbes Bonetta, who studied 
there between 1851 and 1855 and subsequently worked there briefly as a teacher. She 
was an Egbado girl who had become a ward of Queen Victoria after being “rescued” by a 
British naval officer who stated that she would otherwise have become a victim to human 
sacrifice in Dahomey. Her enrolment is testimony not only to Queen Victoria’s belief 
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This growth in size and importance necessitated various changes and a professionalisa-
tion of the school. An advisory committee, the Ladies’ Visiting Committee, was consti-
tuted in November 1850. This followed the system at the CMS grammar school for boys. 
The committee consisted of several missionary wives and widows in Freetown under 
the leadership of a male secretary and was to serve as a local control organ. The Female 
Institution’s superintendent was obliged to write half-yearly reports, which were then 
discussed by the committee at its half-yearly meetings. The committee authorised deci-
sions concerning the school or referred them to CMS headquarters in London. In prac-
tice, however, it had limited influence on the development of the school in this period 
due to its weak position vis-à-vis the superintendents, who strongly identified with the 
school and were unwilling to accept outsiders’ interference. This is illustrated by a query 
sent by the committee’s secretary to the CMS headquarters in 1875: 
[W]hat are the relations of the Visiting Committee to the [Female] Institution, have they 
any right to make suggestions, or must they be guided entirely by those who are in charge 
of the Institution[?]39
The school’s rapid growth also led twice to its removal to a larger building: first, in 1851, 
to Kissy Road, on the outskirts of town, and then, in 1865, to a new, purpose-built house 
on an adjacent plot of land. The school’s location outside the town had been the subject 
of heated debate between Julia Sass and the members of the Ladies’ Visiting Committee. 
While some of the former favoured a location in the town, Sass (who as usual prevailed) 
was adamant that the school should remain outside, arguing that Freetown was ‘neither 
an agreeable nor a suitable place for a girls’ Boarding School.’40
The growth in student numbers necessitated an increase in the school’s staff. From 1849 
there was always an African teacher employed at the school. Some of these young women 
were praised in their European colleagues’ letters to the CMS. Among them was Sarah 
Anne Jones, daughter of the principal of the CMS Fourah Bay Institution, the Rev. Ed-
ward Jones. She worked in the school from 1857 until her premature death in 1859.41 
Rose Philips was at the school for fifteen years, first as a student and then, from 1868 
to 1873, as a ‘general Assistant’. When she left the school on her marriage to an African 
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faithful services’.42 Miss Quaker, perhaps the daughter of the Rev. James Quaker, princi-
pal of the CMS Grammar School between 1863 and 1882, worked at the Female Institu-
tion from 1878 until her marriage in June 1880. She had previously been educated for 
“eight years in a very good school in England.”43 She taught French and Music and was 
valued as ‘a most efficient teacher.’44 Furthermore, throughout the period Julia Sass ex-
perimented with various methods using additional African assistance, such as employing 
her most advanced students as monitors, training pupil teachers, or (albeit without suc-
cess) employing a matron to supervise the boarders out of class. Nevertheless, by the late 
1850s Sass had become convinced of the necessity of the employing more than one Eu-
ropean teacher: “I do entreat you, dear Mr Venn, leave no one Lady here alone again!”45 
From then on, the CMS tried to staff the school with two Europeans, a superintendent 
and a teacher. From the mid-1860s the number was sometimes increased to three.
Between 1848 and 1880, sixteen European women were sent out to staff the school. Al-
most all were single, with two exceptions: Catherine Caiger (née Godwin), a missionary’s 
widow, and Martha Burton (née Bywater), a missionary’s wife. The relatively high turn-
over of the staff was due mainly to illness or inability to cope with the work and/or the 
colleagues. This is not surprising, given that these women usually had not been trained as 
teachers (although some had teaching experience) and, unlike their male colleagues, had 
not been prepared by the CMS for their work in Sierra Leone.46 Many European teachers 
stayed for only one four-year spell of service, or less. 
However, there were some who worked there for many years, carving out a career for 
themselves. Besides Sass, these included Catherine Caiger, Jane Caspari and Maria Rob-
erts Bywater. Caiger had first gone to Sierra Leone in 1857 as a missionary’s wife. Being 
based in Freetown, she served on the Ladies’ Visiting Committee and for two years as the 
Institution’s superintendent during Sass’ absences. After her husband’s death in 1870, she 
returned to England, but in 1872 returned to take charge of the Female Institution. She 
finally returned to Europe in 1876, after 19 years of CMS service.47 Caspari, originally 
from Poland, joined the staff of the Female Institution in 1865 and worked there until 
1878, interrupted only by furlough visits. Following her retirement from the Female 
Institution, she went to Japan as a governess in the family of a CMS missionary. Three 
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where she died in 1888.48 Bywater worked at the Female Institution as a teacher for four 
years before marrying a missionary colleague in 1863. She then succeeded Sabina Clem-
ens as superintendent of the Liberated Girls’ School at Charlotte. Her husband died in 
August 1870, but she remained in her post until at least 1876. Then she worked for the 
American Episcopal Church’s mission to Liberia. By 1880 she was in the United States 
and eager to rejoin the CMS in Sierra Leone, but the CMS was not interested.49 Two of 
her sisters also married CMS missionaries and worked in Sierra Leone, one of them, 
Martha, taking charge of the Female Institution in 1879.50
All the European teachers were from a middle-class background, but as the century 
progressed teaching experience became increasingly important. Some of the school’s staff 
had gained this experience by teaching in Sunday schools or secondary schools or by 
working as governesses in England. Two individuals, however, Annie Freymuth (who 
worked at the Female Institution in 1860-61 and again in 1864-65) and L. A. M. Wil-
liams (1875), had previously worked in schools in India. Three teachers had received at 
least some professional training: Elizabeth Adcock (1864-66) had been trained at the 
Ladies’ College at Cheltenham, L. A. M. Williams at the Home & Colonial Training 
Institution, and Mary Shoard (1874-77) for some months at the Deaconesses’ House at 
Mildmay, “where ladies are trained for the Lord’s work at home and abroad.”51 Thus the 
CMS profited from the development of the secondary teaching profession in Britain in 
the period. Nevertheless, the superintendent of the school was always a ‘lady’, who by 
definition had not been trained as a teacher.
The Curriculum
In 1865, Julia Sass described the object of the school as “to make our girls quiet sensible 
housewives.”52 The girls were to be trained for domesticity – but what did this mean? 
Or, in the Comaroffs’ words: Precisely what kind of domesticity? To find this out, it is 
necessary to look at the curriculum.
The school aimed at a complete moral transformation of the girls. They were therefore 
given a fourfold education: firstly, religious and moral, secondly, academic, thirdly, do-
mestic and industrial, fourthly, “accomplishments”. These aspects are often difficult to 
separate, because the religious and moral education suffused everything, the ultimate 
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to give girls a Christian world view and instil virtues such as diligence, honesty, industry, 
obedience and thoughtfulness.
Religious education comprised both formal and informal instruction. This started with 
the daily rhythm of life at the school, which was structured in accordance with Christian 
time. The day was framed by prayers, family prayers being held at 8 a.m. and evening 
prayers at 8 p.m. The Sabbath was of course observed and Christian holidays, particu-
larly Christmas, were celebrated. Formal religious education comprised daily scripture 
classes, which were prescribed by the rules laid down by the Ladies’ Visiting Committee 
in November 1850.53 True to the Evangelical devotion to the Bible, Julia Sass noted in 
her report of 1858 that “[t]he acquaintance with the Word of God is put before all.”54 
Another rule stipulated that one evening per week was to be set aside for the attempt 
to instil a “missionary spirit”.55 How exactly these evenings were filled was left to the 
individual teachers. Some used them to read missionary information from the CMS’ 
publications, while others practised needlework in support of the Sierra Leone Mission. 
Thus, in the late 1870s Jane Caspari reported that her students produced clothes for 
African children in the interior: 
We have thus been enabled to send several parcels of made up garments to the various 
outgoing Mission Stations. These clothes act as an inducement of heathen children to go 
to school.56
Besides the scripture classes, the curriculum of the school (as laid down by the rules) 
comprised “Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Outlines of History, General In-
formation by means of Object Lessons &c. Needle work, Grammar, [vocal] Music, [and] 
Drawing and French as an extra.”57 Apart from needlework, this was regular second-
ary school fare in England, comprising a mixture of academic subjects and accomplish-
ments. The major difference was probably the academic standard, which was probably 
much higher than at many secondary girls’ schools in Britain. Not only were teachers at 
the Female Institution better qualified than most secondary school teachers in Britain, 
but there was assistance from missionary colleagues in Freetown in cases of illness or if a 
teacher was unable to teach a particular subject. For example, in 1851 the Revd G. Nicol 
relieved Julia Sass from “the trouble” of instructing the students in “singing by notes”, 
which she was unable to do.58 In 1853, after Sass had returned to England on her first 
furlough visit, the Revd E Dicker and his wife took over the classes until a new teacher 
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1865, academic standards at the school were subject to external control in the form of 
an annual public examination of the girls. In England, examinations of female boarding 
schools were rare before 1865, being regarded as unsuitable as they encouraged “un-
feminine” traits, such as competitiveness, which partly accounted for the low standard 
of most of these schools.60 In Sierra Leone, however, the CMS imposed the same system 
of control on the Female Institution as it did on its Grammar School for boys. These 
examinations were great events for the school and for the CMS community in Freetown 
and put pressure on teachers and students to do well.
During the 1854 examination, students were given oral and written tests by three CMS 
missionaries and there was an audience comprising the mission’s staff in Freetown: 
“Revd. N. Denton, Revd. J. N. & Mrs Graf, Mr & Mrs Frey, Mr & Mrs Schlenker, Mr 
& Mrs Beale, Mr & Mrs Maxwell, &c.”61 In 1856, 24 students were examined in the 
presence of the Bishop, his wife, three missionary couples and the two teachers, Julia Sass 
and Mary Wilkinson:
… the Revd Maxwell proceeded with the Examination of the 1st and 2nd Classes in 
geography, with the maps of Europe, Africa & Asia, and he afterwards examined some 
Classes in Arithmetic. The Revd Jones took the Pupils in Grammar and some in Geogra-
phy, and the Bishop & Mr Pocock examined alternately in Scripture. The Pupils showed 
their Ciphering, Exercise, and Copy Books, also their Needle-work […] All our Friends 
expressed themselves pleased & satisfied with the progress of the Pupils, the Bishop said it 
was much more than he had expected.62
Students who did well were given prizes as incentives, such as ‘workboxes furnished 
with cotton etc, books and writing materials.’63 These examinations made possible a 
direct comparison with the achievements of the boys at the Grammar School and thus 
provided a stimulus to academic and religious teaching (to the detriment of industrial 
and domestic training). In 1859, however, Sass wanted to abolish them, citing as one 
reason her doubts about “the expediency of such public affairs in a girls’ school in this 
country.”64 It is not clear whether the CMS agreed with her, since another examination 
is documented in the following year but then the documentation ends.65
As regards industrial training, the only craft taught at the Female Institution in the pe-
riod was needlework. The regulations laid down that “plain [needle] work be considered 
of the first importance and that all be taught to cut out, make, and mend their own 
clothes, and Fancy work be regarded only as Recreation.”66 According to the curriculum 
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darning, mending and marking.67 The inclusion of needlework in the curriculum is not 
easy to interpret. Plain needlework was not an occupation for ladies and was not taught 
to middle- and upper-class girls in England. Indeed, Sabina Clemens, who managed 
the Liberated Girls’ School at Charlotte, regarded it as a “very improper” occupation for 
a young lady.68 Not until the 1870s did it become acceptable if done for charity, and 
thereafter many secondary schools in England allowed “practice in sewing while making 
garments for the poor.”69
However, it was this craft that missionaries regularly taught.70 Part of its attraction was 
the importance of European-style dress as an outward sign of Christianity and Euro-
pean values. Moreover, it was an occupation that tarried well with the domestic ideal, as 
women could practise it while staying inside the home, rather than having to leave the 
domestic sphere. This was particularly important in Sierra Leone, where women were 
used to earning their own money rather than being financially dependent on their hus-
bands. Many did so by trading and street-selling, which the missionaries found shocking. 
In Britain, the street-sellers or costermongers belonged the lowest of all classes. Further-
more, trading brought women to all kinds of sinful places – including the market place 
– which the Evangelicals abhorred for fear of contamination by association.71 Neverthe-
less, given that girls at the Female Institution were to become the West African elite, the 
importance accorded to plain needlework stands out from its otherwise middle-class 
educational programme.
At any rate, rules and reality were two different things. This seems to have been true par-
ticularly in the case of needlework under Julia Sass’ regime, where it was accorded only 
minor importance as compared to religious and academic instruction. In fact, Julia Sass 
introduced it as a subject only because it gave her “time to rest from talking & explain-
ing.”72 In the 1860s, when there was a greater number of staff at the school, she left it 
to be taught by junior teachers or monitors. Moreover, needlework presented a problem 
because some of the teachers, being middle class ladies, had never learnt it themselves. 
For example, when Jane Caspari arrived at the school in 1865, she was praised by Julia 
Sass for her general qualifications (“a person of sound sense and education, as well as 
piety”) but was said to be “even more deficient” in needlework than the other junior 
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Domestic training was minimal and was of low priority to Sass and most of her col-
leagues. According to the school rules, students were required “to keep their clothes and 
other things in perfect order and each take her turn in household work such as sweep-
ing and cleaning the Sitting rooms, School and Sleeping rooms &c.”74 In the 1870s, 
newly arrived teachers sometimes criticised the lack of domestic education. Thus, in 
1872 Helen Thomas complained that few students “could perform the least household 
matters properly, I acknowledge how difficult it is to combine Industrial employments 
with lessons, without entirely destroying every incentive to study.”75 Similarly, L. A. M. 
Williams, who briefly joined the staff in 1875, argued: “The elder girls also require to be 
instructed in housekeeping, by assisting in the house, for a week each, they should also 
be taught to lay the dinner table properly, and to learn the higher branches of cookery. 
Not in the cook room, but of us, and with us.” However, her proposals for a greater 
emphasis on household matters were disregarded by her colleagues and, she complained, 
often met with “only a rude answer.”76
These complaints may have been a normal part of mission life, where individuals have 
different ideas about how things should be done and what the priorities should be. But 
they can also be interpreted a sign of a more general shift in attitudes and ideas con-
cerning the education of African girls and their future roles. In April 1875 the Ladies’ 
Visiting Committee decided to put more emphasis on industrial and domestic training, 
expressing the hope that henceforward “the Rules referring to the Girls being employed 
in Industrial Work might be more fully carried out.” One of the teachers was to be ap-
pointed to the post of “house mother”, whose duty it was “to train the girls in all mat-
ters relating to domestic work, and also to overlook their general conduct out of School 
hours.”77
For Julia Sass and her like-minded colleagues, domesticity was not primarily about do-
mestic chores and industrial skills. Rather, a Christian housewife was first of all defined 
by a moral and spiritual superiority that qualified her for her role as a partner and support 
of her husband and an instructress of children. In order to achieve this, Sass’ students 
were given religious instruction and what she regarded as a minimum of academic educa-
tion that would enable them ‘to read & write with comfort & pleasure to themselves & 
others, by this I mean of course not the mere act of reading & writing but understanding 
themselves & making others understand, & to this end they must of course have knowl-
edge of other things Geography, History &c.’78 There was an implicit understanding 
that those who had attended the Female Institution would supervise households rather 
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Parents’ expectations and Influence
The Female Institution was in great demand in the Sierra Leone colony and elsewhere 
in West Africa, as is indicated by its rapid growth. What did the parents whose children 
attended the school expect from it, and what influence did these expectations have on 
the school’s development?
The 1840s were a period of social transformation in Sierra Leone with the rise of a pros-
perous and mission-educated elite, comprising mainly recaptives. The Female Institution 
filled a need created by these changing circumstances by offering the kind of education 
that would make possible a good marriage match. This was indicated by Sass shortly after 
the opening of the school in early 1849:
The people are every anxious for Instruction of a superior kind for their Girls; those who 
do not value it for higher reasons, desire it, because they say that without it their daugh-
ters must remain unmarried. This was told me by the Mother of one of my Girls, she 
added, that things are not how they used to be, the young Men here are well instructed 
themselves and will not take ignorant Girls for their wives, therefore, she said, it had 
become absolutely necessary for girls to read, write, cast up accounts, work and “know 
well to mind the house.” At the same time she gave me no very encouraging idea of her 
daughter’s abilities for she said “She no can learn, head too hard. If she no learn she no 
get husband.”79
However, even if the members of the Freetown elite defined themselves as ‘English’, 
they were not completely cut off from their African cultures. The memory of their home 
societies was still alive and they lived in an African environment and mixed with neigh-
bouring groups. In 1876, the superintendent reported a conversation with a mother who 
delivered her child to the school:
You would sometimes be amused to hear what requests the parents make when they bring 
their children; only last night a mother after having settled all the arrangements concern-
ing her daughter said “and now, Missis, I beg you to squash her for me, I give you full 
liberty, the girl is very saucy at home, so squash her well,” in good English, be very strict 
with her.80
This mother expected the school to act as a transforming influence. The teachers were 
permitted to turn her into an obedient daughter and responsible member of society. 
The same transformation might be performed by secret societies such as Poro for boys 
and Sande / Bundu for girls among the neighbouring Mende people. In their initiation 
schools, adolescents were taken into the bush, sometimes for two or three years, to be 
given the education (practical, religious, historical, sexual) that would enable them to 
hold a position in society. Only those who passed this training achieved the status of full, 
79	 CA	/0	87/,	J.	E.	Sass	to	H.	Venn,	Mission	House,	Freetown,	Sierra	Leone,		Feb.	849.
80	 CA	/0	67/5,	J.	Caspari	to	Mr	Wright,	C.	M.	Institution,	Freetown,	30	Dec.	876.
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respected members of society.81 It is possible to see parallels between such societies and 
the role played by the Female Institution for the recaptive girls, as was explicitly acknowl-
edged by A. B. C. Sibthorpe in his The History of Sierra Leone:
But I say unto Sierra Leone youths, any elementary scholar whose parents can afford 
it, who does not pass through the Grammar School before active service, will all life 
be a “blunt axe.” With natural ability or without, Grammar School is a new world of 
wisdom inside Freetown; the atmosphere of common-sense pervades the premises; even a 
dunce, when he enters here, if he cannot learn by books, he will by looks and hearings. 
Let no Sierra Leone youth enter into active life without being baptized into the Gram-
mar School education. It is Sierra Leone boys’ Porroh Bush! […] Should I repeat the same 
admonition to every Sierra Leone maiden whose parents who can afford to pass through 
[the Female] Institution, “Sierra Leone Girls’ Bonda Bush,” before launching into the 
wide world as I have done to every Sierra Leone youth concerning the Grammar School, 
I will be thought too superfluous…’82
The records indicate that the parents had clear ideas about what they wanted and could 
put considerable pressure on the Female Institution, as they paid school fees and the 
school was supposed to be self-supporting. Furthermore, from the late 1860s the Institu-
tion had to compete with rival schools, particularly that of the Roman Catholics, which 
further increased the parents’ power vis-à-vis the superintendents. Therefore, rather than 
being predetermined by the CMS, the school’s development was the outcome of strug-
gles between the superintendents and the African parents, particularly in the early stages 
of its existence. The parents too wanted their daughters to be trained for domesticity, but 
their ideas of domesticity sometimes differed from that of the CMS teachers.
An example where this becomes apparent is the refusal of the parents to let their daugh-
ters be used as teaching assistants. Julia Sass soon disabused the CMS of this notion:
Perhaps the Parent Committee imagine that the Children now in the School will sup-
ply the deficiency [in teaching assistants], but this can never be thought of. Those I have 
are, as you know, the daughters of Native Merchants, Clerks &c, who intend them to be 
taught here while quite young and will afterwards send them to England for a year or 
so. They can well afford it, and are far too proud & independent to allow them to teach 
even in my Sunday-School, much less would they permit the Mission to benefit by the 
education given them. I assure you, dear Sir, they think the mere fact of their paying for 
the Children’s schooling is quite sufficient.83
It was this refusal that forced the CMS to develop an alternative strategy for procuring 
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training of gifted girls from less affluent backgrounds. The first ten foundation scholars 
were admitted in November 1850, and from then on there were always a number of 
foundation scholars.84
By making it clear that teaching was beneath their daughters, the parents put them-
selves above the missionary teachers, which must have rankled. However, this attitude 
complied with one ideology of domesticity, according to which respectable women did 
not work – a lifestyle which the missionary teachers themselves were unable to afford. 
Furthermore, as Sass noted, parents who could afford it used the school as a preparation 
for sending their daughters to England in order to turn them into ‘ladies’.85 This, too, the 
teachers resented but could not alter: 
[The parents] seem to think that if they send [their daughters], when sixteen years old, to 
England that even if they know nothing before, they will in a year or so learn all necessary 
to make them Ladies.86 
These Africans looked to England for the standard and not to the Female Institution. 
Their domestic ideal was that of the lady of leisure and accomplishments, rather than 
that of the missionaries with their Evangelical emphasis on usefulness, hard work and 
self-improvement. This is also implied by particular subjects which in 1857 the parents 
requested to be taught at the Female Institution: music, drawing and French.87 They 
were all ‘accomplishments’ and an integral part of secondary school curricula for girls in 
Britain. They were re-introduced, subject to an extra charge.
The Roman Catholic mission’s boarding school, which rivalled the Female Institution 
after 1866, offered a wide curriculum with a strong emphasis on academic subjects and 
‘accomplishments’: “English language, Grammar, Engl[ish] Composition, Ancient and 
modern history, Scripture lesson, lesson on Christian politeness, reading, writing, sew-
ing, knitting, artificial flowers, Arithmetic, geography, drawing including maps, land-
scapes, linear and aquarel [sic] or painting in water colours, Music, French language.”88 
These subjects could be taken (and paid for) as single subjects, something which until 
then the Female Institution had refused to offer. African parents used the competition 
between the schools to their advantage and shopped around for the best offer. This prag-
matic attitude was noted by the Female Institution’s teachers, who observed that “one 
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their phrase is.”89 In 1870 the Ladies’ Visiting Committee’s bowed to this pressure and 
decided to offer single subjects.90
The Female Institution in 1879 / 80: The Dawn of a New era?
In early 1879, the Female Institution was given into the charge of a missionary couple, 
David W. and Martha Burton. Martha became the superintendent, while David worked 
for the CMS as their industrial agent in West Africa. This meant assessing the state of 
the society’s buildings and other properties in Sierra Leone and Yorubaland, repairing 
or rebuilding them or advising on their sale. He was an American who had formerly 
worked with the American Mission in Sherbro. She was the sister of one of the Female 
Institution’s former teachers, Maria Roberts Brierley (née Bywater).91
Within a few months of their arrival at the school, the Burtons proposed major recon-
struction works in the school. While this may not be so surprising given David Burton’s 
profession, it is remarkable as the school building was still quite new, having been fin-
ished in 1865 after five years of construction work. Julia Sass had helped to design the 
building.92 The Burtons explained the need for renewed construction work with partly 
low-quality craftsmanship and wear and tear suffered by the building in the fourteen 
years of its existence. However, the main reason was that they found the school build-
ing impractical for the purpose of giving girls “that moral – social – & domestic culture 
which is so necessary to fit them to become good wives and mothers.”93 The proposed 
alterations show that the Burtons’ notion of what being “good wives and mothers” meant 
for their African students differed significantly from those held by Sass and her col-
leagues. It was a domesticity of a different kind.
The first alteration made by the Burtons concerned the dining hall and the kitchen. For-
merly, “second-rate” boarders had taken their meals in the downstairs dining hall, while 
the teachers and parlour boarders had eaten upstairs. According to David Burton, the 
girls in the dining hall had been “left to themselves and we found great irregularities.”94 
He enlarged this hall by removing the wall to the adjacent “Breakfast Room and Infir-
mary”, creating one large space where from then on all students took their meals jointly 
with the superintendents. According to the Burtons, this led to “a marked improvement 
in the girls’ appearance at table.” Furthermore, in one corner of the new dining hall they 
enclosed a space and fitted it out as a kitchen, including a “good cooking stove”. Under 
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in a separate building in the backyard and staffed by one or two male African cooks. The 
Burtons sharply criticised this arrangement, describing this kitchen as “entirely unfit for 
any European lady to enter to give directions in the cooking.” Under the new arrange-
ment, the older girls were to be brought into the kitchen and taught “in that most neces-
sary part of domestic economy”, that is “cooking and other household arrangements.”95 
These changes had several implications. By eating in the dining hall with all students, 
the Burtons abolished the distinction between boarders and parlour-boarders. The joint 
meals and the abolition of the African cooks also meant that the boarders did not have 
“rice and sauce” for dinner any more but would now eat European dishes. Finally, cook-
ing became a part of the girls’ training.
The second change which the Burtons proposed concerned the students’ dormitory, 
dressing room and lavatory. The dormitory was situated in the main building and con-
sisted of one large room, measuring 18 x 65 feet, where all the boarders slept. The lava-
tory was in a separate building at the far end of the backyard. It was equipped with “a 
table or frame work with 32 wash basins.”96 In this building there also was a room which 
the students used as their dressing room and to store their trunks and boxes. David Bur-
ton counted 42 trunks, “which fill the room with only paths to pass comfortably between 
them.” Thus it was “not possible with these arrangements to give the girls such training as 
they require to fit them to take charge of Christian homes.” He proposed the construc-
tion of an additional dormitory in a new building. Moreover, rather than having all the 
girls sleep together in one or two large rooms, he wanted to create small bedrooms by 
partitioning the dormitories into small sections, each for two girls. The Burtons saw two 
advantages in such an arrangement: the girls’ clothes could be stored in their bedrooms, 
which would make it easier “to teach them neatness in their bed room.”97 Furthermore, 
the privacy and quietness of small rooms would offer better opportunities for prayer.98
Another suggestion by the Burtons concerned the construction of a laundry on the 
school’s premises. Under Julia Sass, the school did not have its own laundry: the linen 
had been sent out to different houses to be washed. The Burtons justified the need for a 
school laundry, writing that it would rid the school of the bedbugs which were thought 
to be brought in from the houses where the linen was washed. Also, a laundry would save 
the school the cost of the washing, estimated at fifty pounds annually, and might even be 
a source of revenue. Most importantly, it would afford the opportunity to “give the girls 
instruction in a most necessary branch of household economy.”99 This implies that the 
Burtons not only intended to teach the washing of clothes, but also that the girls were to 
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her school as “a select establishment”, and even more so for the parents who in 1850 had 
thought it beneath their daughters’ dignity to be used as teaching assistants. 
It is not clear whether the proposal was ever realized. Nevertheless, the differences be-
tween the Burtons’ ideas and those of their predecessors are illuminating. Personal priori-
ties may of course have played a role: the changes to the dining hall and the abolition of 
the distinction between parlour boarders and ‘second-rate’ boarders indicate a democ-
ratisation, which may in part be ascribed to David Burton’s American background. But 
the shift of emphasis towards domestic and industrial work can also be regarded as a 
reflection of contemporary developments in female education in Britain, where laundry 
and cooking acquired a new importance and became integral parts of the curricula in 
the new industrial schools for girls. These schools provided elementary education for 
working class girls who were expected to enter domestic service.100 Moreover, due to 
its symbolism as a cleansing ritual, laundry work had come to be seen as a suitable oc-
cupation for socially displaced or ‘fallen’ women in late nineteenth–century Britain.101 
Thus the Burtons’ attempt to introduce cooking and laundry can also be interpreted as 
a reflection of changing ideas about the roles that Africans were to play in the colony. 
Rather than educating “a middle-class to stand beside, not below, their European con-
temporaries”,102 as the CMS had aspired to do in the earlier period, missionaries in the 
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